
This short article is the second part of Michael Mathew's
relation ofhis recent Russian travels.

This very practical book box is easy to make. The ones I
saw in hkutsk were made from approx. lmm thick board,
probably 350-500 gsm, not dissimilar to the weight and

texture of the board used for picture mounts.

The dimensions reflect using such about 1mm thick
material, and allow for no more than 1mm space inside.
They might be varied, particularly in the flap, for smaller
books or in the side dimensions for thirurer material.

Crease all the dotted lines on the inside and fold all
sections upwards. The top and bottom flaps fold over the

top and bottom of the book when it is laid on its back in
the central panel. The left side then folds over and the

right side is folded up, with the tongue going through the
slot.

To us it perhaps seems wasteful of material, but the top
and bottom flaps could be separate pieces attached with
bookcloth. These flaps could also be shorter, but then
they would fail to protect the book from the insertion of
the tongue. h : tall, w: wide and t : thick.

(Measurements in mm)

June McNicol of the Queensland Guild has written
conceming the note in the last issue's Tips and
Tricks about staining paper. She makes the point that
modern photocopy paper, because of the way it is
pressed and coated, does not take stain very well.
The statement is correct, although I furd that results
do vary according to the brand of paper, and the
length of time the paper is left in the staining
solution. More suitable bond or cartridge paper is
available in large pads from art supply shops at a
very reasonable cost.

When snipping away the corners of the cloth prior to
turning in the edges on a case, the amount of cloth
outside the board on each corner should equal lYz

times the thickness of the board.

When gluing up the spine prior to rounding and
backing, ensure that the glue gets down between the
sections. Rubbing it in with your fingers will help.

Good pressing boards can be made from pieces of
laminate or similar material used for kitchen
cupboard doors and benchtops. The surface is very
smooth and will last longer than the often used

laminated bookboard.

Back Comering is the process of cutting away a

small triangular piece of the head and tail edges of
the boards of a book at the joints. Starting at the
edge of the board that will be the joint, about 1 cm
from the head, cut a bevel towards the head taking
the knife deeper as you go. Repeat for the tail of the
board, on each board. Back Cornering will relieve
the strain on the joints of the book when the leather
is turned in and the covers are opened. It used to be
done on the inside of the boards, and this is still
suitable when rebinding books dating up to the end
of the 18th century. The modern method is to cut the
bevel on the outside ofthe boards.
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In the previous isstte we promised to bring you some
information on the "Nuns of Little Gidding" qlluded to
an advertisementfor an early exhibition of bookbindings.
Thanks to NSW Guild member Bob Parkilron for
steering me in the direction of some useful information.

Little Gidding was a religious community started by
Nicholas Ferrar (1592-1637) an English Theologian.
Ferrar has earlier been connected to the Virginia
Company, and during his travels had collected a number
of illustrations to biblical texts. When the Company was
deprived of its patent, Ferrar entered parliament. Shortly
afterwards he purchased the manor of Little Gidding and
retired to organise the community, consisting mainly of
women, who spent much of their time at various
occupations, including embroidery and bookbinding. The
daughter of a Cambridge binder was employed at Little
Gidding as a teacher. A note in Fuller's History of
Worthies of England states that "their own needles were

emploied in learned and pious work to binde Bibles".
About a doznn Little Gidding bindings have been
identified. The bindings often have an extraordinary
number of raised bands, sometimes up to twelve.
Strangely, although some of the women of Little Gidding
were skilled embroiderers, the covers of the books that
are covered in velvet, as with those in leather, are hand-
tooled in gold, rather than having sewn decoration.
According to Davenport n his English Embroidered
Bookbindings a number of books with embroidered
coverings have been wrongly attributed to Little Gidding.

The illustrations Ferrar had collected were used to
compile scrapbooks, which he called "harmonies" and
some of these were bound at Little Gidding.

The term 'Nuns of Little Gidding' seems to have been a
somewhat derisive term. The women were not nuns,
although they probably spent plenty of time in prayer.

John Turner

Acta Apostolorum and The
Revelation of St John the Divine

The text cut ftom a Bible, pasted on
to blank leaves, and profusely
illustrated with engravings at Little
Gidding, c. 1635-40

Black morocco, gold tooled.

(British Museum Collection)
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Trim the overlong thongs until they are slightly less than
the width of the strips of vellum lining the spine
(Illustration 8).

The binding is then complete except for the title. The
lettering and omamentation are left to the discretion and
ability of the binder.

* Pouncing is the process of roughening the sudace of
vellum or parchment with pumice or similar substance in
order to reduce the natural greasiness of the skin and
allow it to more easily take lettering ink. The process
mq) not be necessary on all vellums, and would not of
course be necessary on synthetic material.

For smaller books the usual sewing frame may be
cumbersome. By using slightly longer tapes, a cutting
mat and a piece of board or wood sewing is easily
completed.

Prepare the sections and hinged endpapers as usual and
mark up for sewing. Place a piece of sticky tape across

the end of a sewing tape to make a T and, lifting the edge

of the cutting mat with one hand, slip the tape under with
the other, then press firmly to get good adhesion. IJse one
of the marked sections to locate the position of the next
tape and attach it to the mat. Finally use sticky tape or a
small clamp to hold a piece of card or wood at the head
end of the sections. This will provide a stop to position
the sections evenly.

Ifthe tape is not stiff enough, paste a length and peg up
to dry with a weight on the end to keep the tape straight,
or iron it.

Start sewing while holding the first end paper in your
hand. Leave the thread fairly loose, then move the loops
down over the tapes and pull the thread tight. Tuck the
loose part ofthe hinge under the end paper, out ofsight,
and sew in the usual way. Some might want to use a
small weight to hold the sewn sections in place.

When removing the book from the cutting mat, be careful
to loosen the sticky tape carefully or the tapes will pull
out of the sewing.

Adrienne Allen
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Headbands are sewn onto single width thongs using
either natural toned tfuead or coloured silk to harmonise
with the colour scheme (Illustration 4).

Rub glue onto the spine between the sections and line up
the spine between the bands with strips of vellum
(Illustration 4).

These strips are carefully measured and cut. They are
softened with paste and placed accurately before rubbing
down. Their object is to hold the sections firmly together
and prevent the loose ends of the thongs from marking
and staining the text paper.

Make a template of paper to represe,nt the vellum cover,
as the measurements must be precise. Carefully measure
the width of the spine and both sides of the text block and
its height from head to tail. To these sizes add 38mm at
both top and bottom for generous turn-ins. The foredges
have similar turn-ins but in addition a further 18mm on
each is included to accommodate a folded Yapp edge
(Illustration 5).

At the same time mark the positions of the ribbon ties. It
is preferable to cut the slits with a narrow chisel. It may
be necessary to make double cuts close together in order
that the thongs and ribbons may be forced through.

Adhesives are not required if the fit is tight. Lace the
thongs through the slits and when all are in position, pull
each tight (Illustration 7 and 8).

Lace the ribbons. The most suitable is a brightly coloured
Petersham 15mm wide which extends beyond the cover
for 250mm. Besides being decorative the book covers
can be tied together should the vellum warp (Illustration
e).
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From the pattern cut the cover and impress the folds with
a pointed folder and straight edge. Crease these lines
firmly and if necessary tap them with a hammer. Do not
mark the spine.

Draw a line down the centre inside the cover and on
either side of this indicate the joints of the binding. From
these positions carefully work out and mark the vertical
widths of the slits for lacing the thongs (Illushation 6).
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survive by accepting jobs of any kind rather than be
unemployed. I worked in a sipwriting establishment md
in an offrce as an invoice clerk. For one period I was part
of a studio team that painted titles for film credits.
Eventually Homsey elected me to the full time staff to
teach bookbinding to NDD and teacher training students
and I remained there happily for 14 years. My spare time
was occupied with commissioned calligraphy work and

fine bindings. I wrote articles for trade magazines and
whe,n Bob Akers and Ken Gostling were on the
committee, I gave lectures to the London Branch of the

'society of Bookbinders'. A highlight of each year was

taking a party of students to Paris in order to admils ths
magnifi cent French bindings.

To be continued

Thefollowing text and illwtrations were prepared by the
late Arthur Johraon, and were transmitted by his wift to
June McNicol of the Queensland Guild. It is an honour to
be able to publish it. The binding style is a simple one,
and appears suitable for both beginners and experts.
Good vellum can be a little dfficult to obtain but I have
seen modern material in art supply shops, that look., and
even feel, like the real thing, and these may be worth
experimenting with. Arthur's note that gold lettering is
not authentic to the medieval style is correct, but gold
decoration was certainly used on vellum in later periods.

A medieval st5rled vellum case binding is shown in
Illustration 1.

The construction is simple and strong. If handmade paper
is used for the sections the book will be durable for
centuries. Therefore it is suitable for family archives and
hand written manuscripts. Very little adhesive is needed.
The text block is fastened to its case by leather thongs
and the cover tied with ribbon. It is not a tight backed
book but because of the inJlexible vellum and the lining
of the spine the freedom of the sections is restricted.
However the landscape format ensures a reasonable
opening. Endpapers are impracticable but the frst two
leaves ofthe inner and outer sections serve as flyleaves.

There are no set measurements but the example
illustrated is 235x320x20mm.

The number of thongs is estimated by the size and the
quantity of sections. Leather thongs may be of calf, pig,
morocco or vellum as preferred. These are 150rnm in
length and 9mm wide. The binder can choose the
proportions and a colour scheme. The tie-up ribbons are

described later. The title and decoration is painted or
written with black waterproof ink. It is advisable to
remove the grease from the area to be titled with pource*
before inking. The lettering is fixed by painting it wittr
bookbindels varnish thinned with methylated spirits.
Gold work is attractive but is not characteristic of the
style.

Fold the paper into sections of 8, 12 or 16 pages

depending on its weight. Press the sections for at least a

week. Sew these on to thongs of leather (Illustration 2).

Use thick thread in order to achieve a definite swell. As
the sections are only rounded the excess thickness will
retain the shape of the spine. Edges are not cut and the
deckle of the handmade paper is retained. The double
width thongs are slit down the middle up to the joint
(Illustration 3).
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In 1955 the name was changed to the 'Guild of
Contemporary Bookbinders' and we were intensely
gratified when Edgar Mansfield agreed to be the
president. I recall murky winter meetings in Bemard's
workshop in Broadwick Street, Soho. As members
ascended the stairs, they found the first flight was
carpeted, the second had linoleum, the third polished
boards, thence to the attic where the treads were bare,
cracked and creaky. We were met by attractive Dora
Middleton who cheered us with tea and sandwiches. We
sat wherever we could furd a space - a circle of talent
eager to express views and ideas. Of those who attended
I can recall only Edwin Gray, Elizabeth Greenhill, Trevor
Jones, Bemard Kieman, Arthur Last, Edgar Mansfield,
Ivor Robinson, Philip Smith, Sally Lou Smith, Charles
Waite, Ted Womersley and H. Yardley. On one

momentous occasion we heard the thump, thump, creak,
creak of footsteps and the door was flung open and a

large figure announced "I am Lawrence Towne of York".
"Oh yes" we chorused and continued our discussion.

Eventually the name of the society was changed to
'Designer Bookbinders' and became recognised
internationally. Its influence has revived the craft and
desip of English bindings, which are unrivalled in the
world for originality and workmanship. These societies
brought me into contact with the bookbinding world and
I was able to meet many splendid and dedicated
crafupersons. I recall, with affection, the gamrlous but
talented Thomas Harrison M.B.E., the quiet, efficient but
critical Bill Matthews and the ingenious designer,
Kenneth Hobson. I also had the experience of meeting
Paul Bonet when he visited London. He looked like an
office clerk and wore a dove grey waistcoat over his
expansive stomach. At least it appeared to be grey until I
realised that it was coloured from cigarette ash, which he

would rub into the material. I corresponded with M.
Crette who was a disciple of Marius Michel, the father of
modern French design.

Bemard and I travelled to Paris where we were
welcomed at binderies and museums. We marvelled at

work from the ateliers of Lucie Weil, Piene Martin and

the skill of M. Kock who had the reputation of being the
furest edge gilder in Europe. This is a comment that I like
to apply to Mr. Gwyn of London, whose family had been

in the hade for 150 years. I recall visiting the last of the
practising member of the Gwyn family in his damp
workshop in Shaftesbury Avenue. The return for his
work was poor for he would gild the three edges of a

large volume for fifteen shillings. He confided in me that

the trade was not for his son - it was far, far better for
him to become a motor mechanic.

It is my contention that the decoration on a book is of
secondary coucem as the task of the bookbinder is to
preserve precious and enduring literature. A book
constructed from acid-free and durable materials is of
greater value than one that has a board and leather shell
embellished with an evocative decoration. It is

regrettable that the purpose of a binding is sometimes

ignored for the sake of a gimrack decoration. I cite as

examples 'The Seven Pillars of Wisdom' with covers
sprinkled with sand and 'The Picture of Dorian Gray'
bound using splinters of mirror glass. Books are prized
and collected for their contents, as well as their contents,
also for the unique and original decoration of their
covers. A beautiful leather cover is irresistible to the
artisan who wishes to express the contents of the book by
an atlractive decoration in gold and colour. A
compromise is reached if creative design embellishes a
soundly constructed binding. In my own work I
endeavour to be original but strive for a robust
construction. My decoration does not affect the structure
and purpose of a binding and my choice is for colourful
and animated designs in character with the book. I aim
for humanity and humour and do not care for the
portentous works of doom and the macabre that often
pass as great design.

I have not made a significant contribution to book
construction although I do claim to have introduced the

'illuminated' doublure and titling by means of designed
letters painted or onlaid with leather. The spine becomes

an integral part of the design, linking front to back
covers. It is odd when conventional serifed Roman letters

are used to title a book decorated in an abstract way.

My concem with the craft has often made me critical of
trade practices and has given me cause to question the
meaning of 'tnre' craftsmanship. It is fortunate for some
that the layman cannot appreciate the work involved to
bind a book. Faults are not always evident. For instance,
I met a famous French binder who informed me that he

controlled the warping of his boards with decorators'
lining paper. I have visited a trade bindery in York r{rere
books were sewn with green string used by gardeners and

a heavy volume had t'wo sunk cords instead of the
necessary seven. I could describe many examples of cost
cutting but I do recognise that the economics of this
work-intensive craft are the reason for many dubious
practices.

After this digression I will continue the autobiography.
Through the goodwill of Trevor Jones I accepted a

sufllmer school post with the Institute of Craft Education
and for the next 25 years I taught my two crafts for two
weeks in the City of York. On two occasions the inspired
and talented Peter Halliday attended classes. Recently, he

was the president of 'The Society of Scribes'. Here also I
met Lawrence Towne, known affectionately by his
students as 'Mr. Hand' from his ill conceived book
'Bookbinding by Hand'. It was clear from his work that
Lorrie was more of a potter and not so much a binder as

he wrote his book without once mentioning the grain of
materials. The book was subsequently amended. For 12

of these years I taught occasional weekends at West
Dean College of Crafts in West Sussex. My future was
insecure as I only had peripatetic status between Hornsey
and Willesden College of Art without the benefit of
pension or payment during holiday periods. I managed to
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The workshop provides a wonderful range of tools and
equipment for members' use. I use the blocking press and
the guillotines frequently and always swear I will do
more with hand tools.

As well, attending the workshop allows me to interact
with other members, exchange information and share

working methods and tips. I also consult the library
frequently and check out the latest magazines. At home I
supplement this with regular browsing on the Intemet.
Learning to use Photoshop software has meant that I can
often copy pages and endpapers to use when repairing
books. I do have a useful collection of tools at home
(probably far too many) and have spells of intense
binding, but I like to go to the Guild Workshop when
sewing books as the phone does not ring there.

I enjoy loaming markets, St Vincent de Paul's and
Salvation Army shops looking for interesting old books
which I can buy and repair. I like to try out binding
techniques and I make quite a few notebooks as gifts. I
have been working on binding some miniature books of
Aesop's fables which I printed using my computer. There
has been quite a bit of leaming involved here, as a small
error looks very large on a miniature book. I have also
collected and repaired a few examples of books
published by Angus and Robertson in the 1890's.

The pleasure of bookbinding comes when I look at
something that was once a shattered wreck and see

that it has become a useful functioning book again. I love
to look at good bindings and wish that I had started
when I was much much younger.

In the previous issue, we lefi Arthur awaiting the results
of his matricalation course at Chiswick Polytechnic....

Amazingly I was successful and waved my certificate at
an incredulous principal who welcomed me to the
diploma course. Thankfully I was awarded a grant for
1949-50 and began the last of my studies with a light
heart. The lady who had once purported to teach me
bookbinding died and I took over her classes as each
degree student had to produce 12 copies ofa small book
to be typographically desiped, illustrated, set in type,
printed and bound. The remuneration was very welcome
but I still had to meet the requirements of the course and
teach my own colleagues for two days and two evening
classes a week. One of the sfudents was Trevor Jones and
I had the privilege of introducing bookbinding to this
superb and innovative craftsman. I was awarded an At
Teachers' Diploma in 1950.

While studying bookbinding for my NDD I could find
little information on creative design in England. The
contemporary German decoration was aesthetic,
disciplined and wearisome but the examples from France
were unorthodox and breathtaking in the use of gold and
colour. Their techniques were superb and beyond my
comprehension and abilify. At this time I was unaware
that this excellence was the result of the combined skills
of a number of craftsmen. I had a copy of 'Bookbinding
and the Care of Books' by Douglas Cockerell and
considered his designs to be uninspired and weak. The
bindings of Cobden Sanderson belonged to a past age;
nonetheless I viewed the decoration with admiration
although I could not enthuse over his forwarding. Books
designed by Sydney Cockerell's workshop interested me
for their creative reasoning and were on my level of
understanding. Studies of the great craftsmen of the past
such as George Fisher md books designed by artists, for
example, Paul Nash were an incentive.

I was greatly concemed that most craft binding courses
were conducted by joumeymen selected from the best
trade workshops, and although I recognised and admired
their achievements in forwarding and finishing, I thought
their design work deplorable as their covers were
reminiscent of carpets and chocolate boxes. Although
these wonderful craftsmen could demonstrate binding
operations they knew little about teaching and less about
the scientific background to the craft. Sadly some did not
care and would bleach paper with lavatory cleaner and
vamish everything that they bound. There was an
instance when a trade binder knowing nothing about
literature and the book -selling trade rebound a first
edition of 'Lady Chatterley's Lover' in full morocco.
Some fine work was produced by students of the Central
School of Art but otherwise I had little contact wittl
artist-craft spersons engaged in creative bookbinding.

In 1950 I needed to exchange ideas, enthusiasms and
technicalities with like-minded people but I could not
trace any representative group engaged in artistic
discussion. To reach them I foturded a society and on a

210 bus from Golder's Green to Finsbury Park I decided
to call it 'The Hampstead Guild of Scribes and
Bookbinders'. This was in memory of the 'Guild of
Women Binders who had flourished for a short period as

a business venture in 1897 based in based in Hampstead.
The sociefy was open to any who had sympathy with or
were involved in the fwo crafts. We resolved to arouse
public awareness with lectures and exhibitions wherever
interest was apparent. The founder members lived in
North London. I was founder, president, chairman,
treasurer and secretary and I paid the first membership
fee of two shillings and sixpence. Bemard Middleton was
a founder member and I have a delightful memory of his
stately progress up Bamet Hill pushing a large
dilapidated perambulator loaded with books for an
exhibition in the local library.
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Editor: John Turner

MOROCCO BOWD is published quarterly by the NSW Guild of
Craft Bookbinders Inc. Contributions covering the history, theory
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on one side of ,4.4 paper. When submiuing material from a
secondary source, permission must be sought from the author as

appropriate, prior to submission. The Editor reserves the right to
edit all material and articles are published at the Editor's
discretion.
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Adrienne Allen is a former Secretary of the NSW Guild
and has been q regular attendee of Ralph La,uis
Workshop for some time. If there is such a thing as a
typical amateur binder, then I suspect she fits that
description. She kindly agreed to tell us her story.

I was always a compulsive reader and I found an article
on bookbinding when I was in my teens so I reboutd
some of the tattered music that was stored in the piano

stool. Looking back, I realise that the results were pretty
grim but the books are still holding together after fifty
years.

Then bookbinding took a back seat as I went to
university to study science and eventually, after a few
digressions, did the Diploma of Education course and

became a science teacher. Working in a school system
where, of necessity, the text book money had to provide
for the changing English courses frst, I devised ways of

keeping the science textbooks in working order otherwise
there would have been none.

I stored all this away on my Must Do List and when I
retired in 1985 I was interested to see that Heather
McPherson had retumed from the UK and was about to
start teaching binding. This suited me as I do not drive
and was none too happy about doing an evening class.
Among the students were several guild members,
including a past Treasurer, the late Nick Langley. We
spent many an enjoyable Thursday moming in the
workshop in Hay St until the City Council decided to
give the tenants notice. Heather gave up teaching and
many of the class members joined the Guild and started
attending the workshop in Glebe, presided over by the
Iate Rowley Corbett. Later of course, the workshop was
moved to Rozelle. I attended quite a few Saturday
workshops and courses. Standouts were aourses given by
Maureen Duke and James Brockman.


